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Overview

Information Management covers three aspects:

• Policy driven management of information 

• Having the ability to control the creation, use, retention and deletion of corporate information and 

• Ability to manage risk, reduce cost and allow one to be litigation ready

In this article we’ll look at how litigation costs, risks, and preparedness can all be addressed through 
modern archiving management systems that focus in particular on massive stores of discoverable email.

These archiving management systems are well-suited and very cost-effective for mid-market companies 
wherever legal departments are seeing more than two eDiscovery requests per month.

Investigations

Investigations come in two “flavors” – there are corporate, internal investigations where companies are 
looking for specific inappropriate activities or behaviors, and there are investigations around potential 
litigation. One can “feed” the other – i.e., internal investigations can lead to external litigation – but it is 
external litigation that is more cost-sensitive.

There are two ways companies can use their archiving management system to control these costs. First, 
companies can use an archiving system to determine how many potentially-responsive documents a given 
custodian may hold, and during their “meet and confer” can argue against the inclusion of custodians 
whose ESI may be tangential to the case. Second, companies who have clearly delineated policies 
regarding what they archive, and have a reasonable destruction policy for documents in that archive, can 
significantly limit the amount of potentially-discoverable ESI. With some archiving systems, simply the 
installation of that system permits insights into ESI (i.e., they will work with live data and archived data 
versus just the archives).

Managing Runaway Email Files

There are three basic types of emails: 

• Live emails

• Personally-stored emails and 

• Archived emails. 

The big challenge nearly all companies face is with the second type – personally-stored emails, typically 
PSTs. As an attorney, you know the sobering reality is that it’s out there, it’s discoverable.

Personally-stored emails (PSTs) were an early solution to provide mobile workers with a way to access 
emails offline. Their use quickly spread: it was easy for users to create PSTs, the IT department found they 
could use PSTs to manage storage, and applications themselves began creating PSTs (for example, Outlook 
auto-archive files). A PST isn’t an email, it’s a “black-box” container file: a PST can contain tens of thousands 
of emails, need to be searched from within Outlook, and sometimes don’t even have an identified owner 
or custodian. They can – and do – exist everywhere, on desktops and laptops, on networks, and on shared 
drives.
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The idea that these large containers of potentially-relevant emails can lurk in undisclosed places on 
custodians’ drives and attached storage is unsettling enough without thinking about the challenge of 
eDiscovery. Justices may be willing to accept recovering files from tape archives as overly burdensome 
eDiscovery but few are willing to ignore these personally-stored emails. For counsel, it is imperative to be 
able to get a complete picture of the entire email collection – including those personally-stored emails 
– or face difficult litigation challenges as the case evolves. Self-collection by the custodian is generally 
regarded as a bad idea, and in many cases the custodians themselves don’t know the names and locations 
of files they created often years ago.

Some modern archiving management systems have specific capabilities to solve the dilemma of PSTs. One 
is to locate all the PSTs across your network, even if they are locally stored on a user’s hard drive or are no 
longer associated with a “live” user. A second is the ability to search these container files for specific key 
words and terms without having to load-up and open each email within the PST (which could also affect 
metadata, creating a new problem). Finally, these systems allow your company to manage personally-
stored emails in the same way you’d manage legal documents, HR files, etc. They can be moved, tracked by 
age, marked for disposition, and the size of potentially-discoverable ESI can be understood and potentially 
managed through disposition strategies, all without the involvement of the custodian.

 

Identification and Collection

In the business world, a growing number of users are making email their main business document-
management system and often store their email in electronic filing systems that follow no company-wide 
uniform standard. And because of its sheer volume, ease of use and perceived privacy protections, is often 
one of the choicest targets for investigators during eDiscovery. Companies under investigation often 
overlook the location of relevant email data, fail to adequately learn from employees exactly how their 
email is filed, or may have restrictions on access to retained email.

Without the ability to identify and collect these emails, companies may be deemed as unresponsive 
or they should have known that these files existed. Courts do not expect attorneys to be experts as to 
technology, but they do expect them to seek advice as to how to collect information for ESI. Systems that 
provide easy identification and automatic collection of these hard to find documents help eliminate the 
potentiality of sanctions.

Cases such as in Green v. Blitz U.S.A., Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20353 (E.D. Tex. Mar. 1, 2011) and Pension 
Committee of the University of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of America Securities, LLC, 685 F.Supp.2d 
456, 465 (S.D.N.Y.2010)... identify the pitfalls of relying on self-collection by custodians, so a system that 
provides automatic collection without the custodian involvement is a huge benefit.

Costs of review are growing astronomically, and companies need to be able to understand the potential 
scope of the collection before they bring coding and review technologies to bear. This is where identification 
becomes important.

Because emails and their attachments provide the bulk of ESI for most litigation and internal collections, it 
is logical to look at how to identify those files which are potentially relevant and which may end up being 
eliminated as the case progresses – this is where Early Case Assessment tools add their value. A commonly 
accepted practice called deNISTing does away with the bulk of non-relevant file types such as system 
files, and algorithms that identify exact duplicate files are both capabilities that are commonly found in 
archiving management systems.

Collection is just one aspect; identification is another challenge which modern archiving management 
systems help address. A few of these systems can look inside those personally-stored “container files to 
query key words without affecting metadata so the company can understand the size and scope of this ESI. 
The ability to test key terms and gain insight into the quantity and characteristics of potentially-relevant 
ESI is significant. Otherwise, you have no visibility into how large or complex this case may be. 
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The courts are becoming very inflexible over modifying agreements between parties regarding potentially-
relevant ESI, so it’s imperative that you understand the implications of collection and identifying search 
words and terms. If there is a commitment to opposing counsel regarding ESI parameters, it may be 
impossible to change them later on regardless of whether those parameters result in overly-burdensome 
collections. If you do not know the volume of data to review for Discovery, and you commit to opposing 
counsel to collect, identify and preserve this data, you may be committing to a very expensive proposition. 
ECA tools can give you reports as to the expected volume before you’ve made commitments. 

Where this is done in-house, the Legal team can use the archiving management system to perform the key 
aspects of Identification and Collection. When mid-market companies prefer to engage outside counsel, 
who are more are experienced with eDiscovery than the in-house team, the archiving management system 
will still yield significant benefits, enabling outside counsel and their various service providers to perform 
these functions without deploying additional costly and disruptive software tools.

Preservation 

We’ve already seen that some archiving management systems provide capabilities far beyond simply 
archiving emails: they can locate huge files of hidden emails stored individually or by various administrative 
personnel and programs, they can query those containers and determine what they actually contain, and 
they can provide counsel with significant early case insights at the time they are making decisions as to 
case management and legal team strategies. 

Some of these archiving management systems also can preserve these files for litigation purposes, and 
they provide an audit trail for all these actions. This is very significant, as companies are required to secure 
potentially-relevant ESI as soon as there is a reasonable anticipation of litigation. These archiving systems 
need to identify and secure ESI whether it is live, personally-stored, or archived – and this should be done 
with as little custodian involvement as possible. There are numerous instances where companies who 
relied on custodians to implement legal hold, the process failed, and the company faced sanctions. 

As a case evolves, there are specific legal hold products which provide notifications, detailed audit trails, 
and even monitor access of ESI by the legal team, but this first preservation step (to implement a legal 
hold) is critical. Archiving management systems that can immediately and automatically preserve ESI and 
provide an audit trail of those activities go a long way to show a court that the appropriate actions were 
taken. It is also important that these systems support the ability to apply multiple holds, since a file may be 
responsive and relevant to several different cases. 

Justices have reinforced the value of a logical retention and disposition strategy in case after case: if a 
company can defend the process by which desired, potentially-responsive ESI was deleted, and the 
company instituted the proper preservation measures for all potentially-responsive ESI still being 
maintained all as soon as litigation was deemed reasonably likely, motions for spoliation sanctions are 
generally denied. 

Information Management to Control Costs and Legal Risk

The aspects of Information Management contained within some modern archiving management solutions 
provide numerous benefits for mid-market companies. While a company may have chosen an archiving 
management system to address storage and performance, their choice of a more robust system provides 
in-house counsel with powerful tools that identify, collect and inspect, and preserve ESI. This is critical if 
the company wants to try to control litigation costs and mitigate risk.

Whether a mid-market company performs some eDiscovery tasks in-house or outsources litigation to a 
trusted third party counsel, they need insights into the scope of ESI, the nature of that ESI, and the company’s 
ability to find and preserve this information well before case preparation. They also need insights to budget 
appropriately for litigation as well as select the proper team and optimal strategy for handling the case. 
Modern archiving systems are a logical source for these capabilities: their cost justification, especially as an 
extension of archiving activities that are already in-place, is very straightforward. The systems themselves 
are relatively inexpensive, and counsel can use in-house resources to perform these activities versus per-
hour outside experts.
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A Barracuda Company

About Barracuda Networks, Inc.

Protecting users, applications, and data for more than 150,000 organizations worldwide, Barracuda 
Networks has developed a global reputation as the go-to leader for powerful, easy-to-use, affordable 
IT solutions. The company’s proven customer-centric business model focuses on delivering high-value, 
subscription-based IT solutions for security and data protection. For additional information, please visit 
www.barracuda.com.
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